1. UC researcher who invented Benadryl
2. “Oohhh, Oohhh, Oohhh … (4 claps) … UC”
3. UC-affiliated astronomical viewing venue. Its street is named for it!
4. The ceremony that celebrates students’ graduation
5. The home of the baseball Bearcats
6. UC college that trains artists, architects, planners and designers
7. Location of home UC football games
8. The annual celebration of Black UC alumni and excellence
9. Cincinnati civil rights activist and UC alumna
10. Spring’s answer to Homecoming
11. This is bordered by Clifton, MLK, Jefferson and Calhoun
12. UC college that trains medical caregivers
13. UC college dedicated to the technical aspects of how things work

ACROSS
1. Once you hit 50 years from your graduation, you’re a member
6. A pillar of Next Lives Here and hallmark of UC. Without it, there’s no progress
7. UC college located in Batavia, Ohio
9. All kinds of breakthroughs occur because UC is a leader in this
10. UC college dedicated to the humanities, among other liberal arts studies
11. UC’s 30th leader
17. Major fall event hosted by UC Alumni Association
18. The pedestrian walkway that winds through the heart of West Campus
19. Name of the academic hall whose entrance is flanked by UC’s iconic lions
22. UC regional campus located about 20 minutes up I-71
23. World-renowned UC college dedicated to the arts
24. Prime tailgating area on football game days
25. The street that borders West Campus on the south. Also a residence hall
26. Widely considered the greatest college basketball player of all time

DOWN
1. UC researcher who invented Benadryl
2. “Oohhh, Oohhh, Oohhh … (4 claps) … UC”
3. UC-affiliated astronomical viewing venue. Its street is named for it!
4. The ceremony that celebrates students’ graduation
5. The home of the baseball Bearcats
8. UC college that trains artists, architects, planners and designers
12. Location of home UC football games
13. The annual celebration of Black UC alumni and excellence
14. Cincinnati civil rights activist and UC alumna
15. Spring’s answer to Homecoming
16. This is bordered by Clifton, MLK, Jefferson and Calhoun
20. Restaurant and pub in TUC’s lower level
21. UC college that trains medical caregivers
23. UC college dedicated to the technical aspects of how things work